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About This Game

Join the world famous Rescue Team and set off on an adventure you'll never forget! Once again, people in peril are looking to
the men and women of the Rescue Team to save them. Use your time management skills to work quickly to remove the

obstacles that stand in your way, to rebuild ruined infrastructure, and most important of all, to free those in danger! As you
make your way through a desert wasteland, snowcapped mountains, and a danger-filled jungle, saving lives and rebuilding cities
with carefully planned clicks of your mouse, you'll earn over two dozen achievements that bear witness to your heroism! Your

journey will end at the foot of a rumbling volcano that's threatening to blow. Can you make it there and save the day in the
explosive finale? Join the Rescue Team today and find out!
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* Challenging levels
* Simple mouse-based controls
* Timed and untimed modes
* Vibrant, colorful graphics
* Learn-as-you-play tutorial
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Title: Rescue Team 5
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Rionix
Publisher:
Alawar Entertainment
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1 GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB 3D graphics card

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

English,German,Polish,Russian,French,Italian,Dutch
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Funny, little, casual time management game, like many others. But I like those games. And this one is nice and colourful!. Pretty
good time wasting game. No complaints here.. i like alawar games and i like time management games. thing is, i like to play
levels in my own pace, i dont care about achievements or gold stars but eg sometimes i like to max out all buildings, sometimes
im lazy to wait around for that.
these type of games i find relaxing and entertaining.
i dont care about the not-so-attractive graphics or the one bug but i really hate that the game rushes me. i know, its TIME
management, still, if i wanted an adrenalin rush, id play an another genre. dont rush me, if im slow deny me those ah-so-coveted
gold stars. with this genre i expect relaxation not frustration.
so, unfortunately i wont finish this game, and because of the above i cant recommend it.
on the other hand, if you dont mind trying a level again (andagainandagain) because the game kills your rescuees, it might be
just for you.

update1
Mia, a fellow steam user brought to my attention that this game has a 'relaxed mode', where you dont have to play against the
timer. im not sure the game had this feature before, quite possibly it did and i skipped it the clever guy i am. so thanks, and
though it wont be my favourite time management game, my rating is changed to recommended.

update2
and im getting senile and i forgot why i actually disliked this game, i started again (no steam cloud) and at about the 12th map i
remembered: fire kills my rescuees. so sorry Mia, changed back to not recommended.. I loved this game! Too bad this is the
only game in the series that is for mac. Would buy them all otherwise.

Anyways, I'll say a few thoughts. At first I was disappointed when I first loaded up the game because I thought instead of people
I would manage police cars, ambulances, and firetrucks. Which I thought would be a neat spin on the genre! (why's it always
gotta be people??) Anyways, regardless of that, I still really enjoyed it.

Managed to get all achievemnts except for level 48 which is bugged on mac still. Apparently the devs only fixed it for PC.
Pretty sad that the devs don't give a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about mac. But I guess it's whatever. Not a big deal, I'm not
really an achievements addict. But if you are, get it for PC lol. Not that it matters cause the achievements are only in game and
most people are Steam achievemnts addicts, specifically.

Anyways, on to a new series!. bought it for less than a dollar, fun easy game. You get what you expect
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